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GEP Listed As One of the SDCE 100s for the Sixth Time 
 
Recognized for a supply chain project with significant impact on its client-firm 

 
Clark, New Jersey 
June 6, 2011 

 
Leader in procurement transformation, GEP

®
 (Global eProcure) is proud to announce its recognition as a part of the 

Supply and Demand Chain Executive (SDCE) 100, highlighting 100 Great Supply Chain Projects. It is the sixth year of 
recognition for GEP in SDCE’s 100 list.  
 
Neha Shah, Executive Vice President and Co-Founder said, “This recognition by SDCE is indeed an honor for GEP and 
reflects our commitment to excellence in procurement transformation.”  
 
This year, the criteria of evaluation were supply chain transformation projects with a significant impact on companies. 
Through an online submission process, the magazine collected information on supply chain transformation projects, 
including information on the objectives, scope, timeline and results of the project.  
 
The submissions were evaluated by the magazine's editorial staff primarily on ambitiousness, creative application of 
technologies and solutions; the extent of the business results and clarity of submission. “These projects demonstrate the 
broad spectrum of opportunities for enabling excellence in the supply chain,” said Andrew Reese, Editorial Director of 
SDCE. 
 
About Supply & Demand Chain Executive 
 
Supply & Demand Chain Executive is the executive's user manual for successful supply and demand chain transformation, 
utilizing hard-hitting analysis, viewpoints and unbiased case studies to steer executives and supply management 
professionals through the complicated, yet critical, world of supply and demand chain enablement to gain competitive 
advantage. On the Web at www.SDCExec.com.  
 
About GEP  
 
GEP® (Global eProcure) is a leading procurement services firm dedicated to helping enterprises add value and reduce 
costs through procurement and supply chain transformation. With a comprehensive portfolio of services and solutions, 
GEP helps many of the world’s largest organizations uncover savings opportunities, and deliver these savings to the 
bottom line. We have managed over $50 billion of spend on behalf of these clients, across industry sectors and 
geographies.  
 
Our blended model combines management consulting, strategic sourcing support, implementation and outsourcing 
services with a full suite of best-in-class procurement tools and technology solutions. Our global footprint helps us to 
deliver these services wherever our clients need them. Headquartered in New Jersey, USA, we have offices in London 
(UK), Prague (Czech Republic), Mumbai & Hyderabad (India), Shanghai (China), Sao Paolo (Brazil) and Willoughby 
(Australia).  
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